
 

General Meeting :  15th October, 2015 (7.30-8.45)  

 
Attendees: Carl Redondo (chair), Gail Nielen,  Julie Blond, Mr and Mrs Holmes, Eileen Herlay, David Miller, Andy 
Straugh, Ian Russell,John Wells, Olga Hepburn, Keith Hepburn, Roy Hooper, Sue and Bob Black, , Cristina Giorgioni, 
Nikesh Tailor, Sarah Doyle cclr 
 

Apologies: Toni Guiver 

1- Parks police update 

Issues raised included break in to the container and asked for extra vigilance near the area on their rounds, fly tipping 

which occurs because the Barrow Well Green dump does not take commercial waste and therefore often gets dumped 

outside the centre or in the fields and motor bikes using the park (concern that the cycle paths could be used when they 

are surfaced).  

Process  update - if there is another break in is to call 101 but also call Parks Police. Notice to be placed in            

container. 

  

2 Agree Previous Minutes   
       Done 

 
 

3 Update from the council on construction works and next phase  

Over the last few weeks, the construction has been completed and all the wetland planting has been completed with 

corporate days and a community planting day. However, by mid November , tree planting needs to be progressed. 

 Action. HSBC event on the 21st October is the next corporate day and Eileen and Sue have agreed to lead ( 

need clarification of the works from TG). The next corporate day is 18th November and as yet no lead. 

 Apparently, Ian Russell was given 30 extra large mats of plants for free and these were planted by contractors 

 November timeframe 

The flow of water will be seen through the wetlands so should shift any algae in the ponds. 

5-6 rustic benches will be situated around the park with boulders possibly. Discussion on wheel chair space near these 

benches and possible picnic tables. (the picnic tables are not under the remit of the council). 

All cycle paths will be surfaced and at the Eastern end a grill will be added. The entrances will be last and completed 

by Xmas. Most of the fencing will come down at the end November. 

Discussion around the slope of the path and if it was safe for wheelchairs. This is a 1:20 slope and standard across 

parks. Also concern for safety of women and children walking on their own into the wetlands as the mound hides the 

wetlands and any activity that is happening.  



  

Action. Ian Russel  has stated that when they carry out the woodland watercourse works, he will aim to reduce 

the slope on the side nearest the spinney to improve sight lines from the zebra crossing on Firs Lane  

Possible suggestion was CCTV and sensory lights which has been developed in other parks but this was not welcomed 

overall by the friends. 

 

Next phase - Woodland watercourse 

During the feasibility study, the river is now not going to the car park as the level is much higher than the Spinney. In 

the Woodland, the river will be 2- 2.5 metres in depth. Discussion on the depth and what was standard practice. 

 Phase 5  

Will start in Jan and end in March and fencing will surround the wood. The banks will have a 1:3 slope and this is the 

norm. Ian has planned the course to have the least negative impact on the older trees and there will be re planting of 

young trees.Friends requested wood to be kept for paths etc. the proposal is that the watercourse is 15m wide and there 

was discussion on the impact of this. 

 Action Ian Russell has agreed to do a walk through the Spinney for those friends who are concerned about how 

big the watercourse will be. Dates given are Tuesday 3rd November or 9, 10, 11 Nov. Contact the Friends if you 

want to join on a date. 

 Action .Jules has donated plants (wips?) from another park and will get this to the friends by 18th November 

for planting. 

 The future 

Maintenance of the wetlands was discussed and certainly reed beds need cutting back every 3 years at a certain time. 

The Council have overall responsibility for the wetlands but would encourage friends to help.  

Action. Ian to set up a date where Friends and Thames 21 review a programme of maintenance in the New Year. 

  Extra money will be used to re- surface and make wider the path running through the fields ( timeline to be in the next 

6 months) and this will have a link to the cycle path running near the cemetery. This will allow a circuit for walkers and 

cyclists. 

 Action. Ian Russell agreed to circulate a planting plan for the entrances to the friends. 

 

  

 
 



4- Training 

 Thames 21 training on 'Managing water clean ups'. This was a 2 day course and now gives the friends the ability to 

develop a Water clean up event in the Spring.  

 Action. Carl to send a date to friends. See Thames 21 website for Wetland management courses. 

  

 

5-Badger visit in October. 

This visit was set up for anyone who wants to Badger watch. Visit is on the 28th October and places are limited. Need 

to circulate a note if no more takers. Max 12.   

Action. Please contact Gail if interested via the friends. 

 

 5 Equipment update 

Application has been submitted for extra funding for equipment. 

The Rotary club has donated £250 to the friends to help buy more equipment but need receipts for anything bought. Big 

thanks to this organisation. 

 Discussion on what to put high value tools in to make it more difficult to steal e.g. Chest freezer or tool safe etc. 

  

6 Quiz update 

9 tables at Hazelwood club at 7.30 pm  on 17th October. Cash bar. Bottles of wine will be bought for the winners and 

we have 10 donated prizes for the raffle. 

 

Future Meeting  dates for your diary:                                    

  
    Public meeting -  2016 to be confirmed by David Miller e.g.      
21st Jan, 7th April, 30th June and 20th  October 
 
             Quiz night 17th October 
             7th November – clean up led by Keith and Olga 
 

 

 


